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Question: 1 
   
Identify three valid service lifecycle states. (Choose three.) 
 
A. Pre-active: The subscriber has never used the service. Typically, the service is provisioned in this state. 
B. Credit Expired: The subscriber cannot make or receive calls. 
C. Sleeping: A Sleeping service has the same available features as an active service. 
D. Deleted: The subscriber has been moved to an archive database and cannot use the service. 
E. Suspended: No aspect of the service can be used. A subscriber might ask a CSR to suspend a service 
while on vacation or when his or her mobile handset is lost. 
 
Answer: A,B,E     
 
Question: 2 
   
You need to change the default requested quantity to be authorized based on the charge offers owned by 
the subscriber. 
How do you implement this? 
 
A. You modify the default requested quantity in the pre-rating extension. 
B. You modify the default requested quantity in the post-rating extension. 
C. You add a generic selector to the charge offers. 
D. You need to implement this on the network side so that it requests the correct quantity. 
 
Answer: A     
 
Question: 3 
   
In a Billing and Revenue Management (BRM) instance, where Elastic Charging Engine (ECE) rating and 
suspense management is installed, a CDR from Offline Mediation Controller (OMC) fails during the ECE 
rating phase because the subscriber MSISDN cannot be mapped to a subscriber in the ECE cache. 
However, you cannot see the rejected CDR in Suspense Manager. 
Identify three reasons for this. (Choose three.) 
 
A. The Rated Event Loader (REL) is down. 
B. The NAR Collection Cartridge (CC) is not running. 
C. The suspense event loader (SEL) is down. 
D. You did not select the "Output bad records as NAR" check box in the ECE Distribution Cartridge (DC). 
E. The BRM Gateway is not running. 
 
Answer: A,C,D     
 
Question: 4 
   
On Jan 1st, at 10:00, you run trial billing for an account that was due to be billed on Jan 1st at 00:00. 
Delayed billing is set to 5 hours and auto_triggering_limit is set to 0. 
Identify the correct statement. 
 
A. The trial invoice will be identical to the final invoice. 
B. The trial invoice will be identical to the final invoice only if partial billing has been run on the account. 
C. The trial invoice will be different from the final invoice if a late event for the previous cycle is received 
after 10:00. 
D. Trial billing will fail because the account has already passed its billing due date. 
E. The trial invoice will be different from the final invoice if a late event for the previous cycle is received 
before 05:00. 
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Answer: C     
 
Question: 5  
   
Which Convergent Charging Controller node directly interfaces with the telecommunications network? 
 
A. Service Logic Controller (SLC) 
B. Voucher Server (VS) 
C. Short Message Service Center (SMSC) 
D. Home Location Register (HLR) 
E. Service Management System (SMS) 
 
Answer: E     
 
Question: 6 
   
Which two cartridge types are mandatory when implementing a node chain by using the Offline 
Mediation Controller UI? (Choose two.) 
 
A. Collection Cartridge (CC) 
B. Aggregation Processor (AP) Cartridge 
C. Enhancement Processor (EP) Cartridge 
D. Distribution Cartridge (DC) 
 
Answer: A,C     
 
Question: 7 
   
Which statement correctly defines the BRM Web Services Manager? 
 
A. BRM Web Services Manager allows BRM invoices to be exposed to an external ASP. 
B. BRM Web Services Manager allows BRM opcodes to be exposed as Web Services. 
C. BRM Web Services Manager is use to configure, rate, and bill data services to BRM. 
D. BRM Web Services Manager allows BRM invoices to be exposed to a webpage. 
E. BRM Web Services Manager exposes BRM Data Model to Web Services. 
 
Answer: B     
 
Question: 8 
   
What action is required to recover if the pin_bi11_accts script is interrupted manually during the bill run? 
 
A. pin_bi11_accts needs to be restarted with the -retry option. 
B. pin_bi11_accts needs to be restarted in order to bill all accounts including those billed previously. 
C. You need to identify which accounts have not been billed and bill them manually by providing a file 
with the account POID by using the -from_file option. 
D. pin_bi11_accts needs to be restarted in order to bill any remaining unbilled accounts. 
 
Answer: D     
 
Question: 9 
   
Problems can occur before, during, and after the re-rating process. If the Elastic Charging Engine (ECE) 
cannot re-rate events for a subscriber, where are re-rating errors logged to if errors occur during re-
rating? 
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A. the Customer Updater log file 
B. the Pricing Updater log file 
C. the EM Gateway log file 
D. the Rated Event Formatter log file 
E. the Diameter Gateway log file 
 
Answer: C     
 
Question: 10 
   
A customer is granted 100 free minutes at the beginning of each cycle. A rollover specifies the following: 
- Up to 25 unused free minutes can be rolled over each cycle. 
- Up to a maximum of 50 unused free minutes can be rolled over to accumulate. 
- The maximum number of rollover cycles is three. 
A new customer uses 40 minutes in January and 110 minutes in February. According to this scenario, how 
many minutes can the customer use for free in March? 
 
A. 125 
B. 150 
C. 140 
D. 130 
E. 115 
 
Answer: B     
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